
 
ENTE - UNUSUAL

HARLEQUIN STILT
WALKERS

 

“On behalf of the committee organising the 2011
Tara Festival of Culture, we would like to

congratulate Manoeuvre Stilt Walkers on their
fabulous contribution to our event. They

interacted so well with the crowd and also with
the other entertainers. Their frequent costume

changes and characterisation was a hit with all
ages. Even the teenagers thought they were cool

(not easy to get that audience). We would
certainly look at having them back in the future.”

 
★★★★★

 
Kerri Wood & Mary Youngberry, VIC

 

Gracefully rising above the ground, the public looks
astonished when this Black & Red, long-legged

creature flutters along, seducing and persuading its
audience with delight. As this majestic creature

strides through the crowd using its unusual shaped
head to look serenely around all are left in cheer

admiration and wonder. ENTE represents the
curious side in all of us as the stilt walkers dressed
in unusual harlequin costumes provide fantasy and

bring joy to the spectators.



REASONS TO BOOK THIS ACT
 

-Extraordinary and unusual harlequin stilt
walkers provide spectacular interactive

entertainment.
-Fascinating and creepy in equal
measures, this walkabout act will

captivate your audience.
-The unique roaming characters engage

and have fun with all audience types.
-Eye-catching interactive entertainment

for indoor and outdoor, corporate or
family-friendly occasions.

-We are based in Brisbane and available
internationally.

This interactive entertainment is

bemusing, colourful, fun and

guarantees that your guests will

be having a great time. This

walkabout act comes dressed in

either eye-catching red and

black, green and black or purple

and black costumes. Complete

with colour-matching canes that

add to them long spindly bodies

and floppy fabric hair, these stilt

walkers will not go unnoticed.

 

Our unusual harlequin roaming characters are incredibly

versatile and will suit many event types. From entertaining

children and posing for photos at family-friendly events to

mingling with delegates at a conference, and being mischievous

with guests at gala dinners, right through to wowing audiences

at product launches.

 

The roaming characters engage in playful games with members

of the crowd as they wander though your event areas. Whatever

your event or celebration, grab the audience’s attention and

tantalise their imagination with our truly wonderful and unusual

harlequin stilt walkers. As fascinating as it is creepy, ENTE is

unexpected and original. However, there is nothing to be afraid

of here; the roaming characters are gentle giants just looking to

make everyone happy and enjoy themselves with their

interactive entertainment.

 

 


